What will a high quality Living History Museum

**LOOK LIKE**
- on topic
- frozen between performances
- actually know things about your important person
- accurate costumes
- having fun - yet focused
- stay in character
- stay in your spot
- stay in control
- prepared and organized
- should look like an actual museum
- professional
- should look like you put a lot of work into it.
- dramatic

**FEEL LIKE**
- presenters are giving their full effort
- confident
- frozen between visitors
- you want to be there
- hands to yourself
- serious, not silly
- positive environment - encouraging
- each other
- inspirational
- the guests will feel comfortable
- realistic
- welcoming
- creative
- joyful
- clearly presenting character

**SOUND LIKE**
- speak clearly, enunciate
- expression in your voice
- reasonable volume
- performing the speech fluently
- quiet, yet exciting - buzz
- talking in first person
- speak in the way your person would
- speak (accurate voice)
- what you’re saying is informational
- hearing about the important people
- inside voices
- staying focused on speech - not having a conversation
- practiced speech (not ad libbing)

Our goal is to teach the community, in a fun way, about our important people and to get them interested in finding out more.